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Welcome Letter from the Chairman
There is little doubt that the prolonged lockdown
has created an appetite amongst car owners
to get their vehicles back on the road and to
participate in various events. Our first club event
of 2021 (in fact our first road event since the
summer of 2019), The Parry Thomas Run that is
being hosted by Bernard and Sylvia Holmes on
Sunday 23rd of May, is a good example of that,
with all 30 places snapped up within a few days
of the announcement. We now have a waiting list.
Our very first Club event in 2006, was a modest
affair (in terms of attendance) held at London’s
iconic (and in no way modest) Bibendum
restaurant in Chelsea, a venue whose ceramic
wall plaques celebrate the role of De Dion Bouton,
and with a sloping floor specifically designed for
rolling tyres when it was the home of Michelin.
Now, fifteen years later, we are returning for a
celebratory lunch on Wednesday, 14th July, and
all 30 places are taken.

All of this bodes well for the summer when
we anticipate promoting more events for club
members to take part in. As I mentioned in the last
issue, Peter Fryer is working on arrangements
for the Club’s summer tour of southern Brittany in
June 2022 based at the Hotel Le Roof in Vannes
from Thursday, 16th to Tuesday, 21st June, 2022.
Participants will need to book accommodation
directly with the hotel, but as a first step, please
contact Peter if you are interested in joining the
event (peterfryer@globetrans.co.uk or 01252850374).
Motorvations will appear in June and the next
Newsletter will be published in July.
Do not hesitate to offer any feedback, content or
suggestions to dedionboutonclub@gmail.com.
Michael

Now might be the time to fill some
gaps in your library or catch up with
some reading. A few suggestions for
you:

Motorvations
Back
issues
of
all
copies
of Motorvations are available Individual
copies are priced at £4.50 each (inc UK
P&P). A complete volume 1 (includes
15 issues) is priced at £55 (inc UK
P&P), and Volumes 2 and 3 are priced
at £79 (includes 18 issues).

De Dion Bouton

The Essential Library Source Book 1888-1931

This book has something for all De Dion
Bouton enthusiasts – those wanting
to research a particular passenger
or commercial vehicle Type or year
of production or, perhaps gain an
understanding of the history of the
company. More than 2,000 known
publications and articles from English,
French and German sources are
included, and presented in chronological
order. Each reference has a short
commentary on the relevance of the
content. See more on surrendenpress.
com.
£45 +£8 UK and Euros 12 postage.
Rest of the World enquire. Order
from Michael Edwards (mre01@live.
co.uk/+44(0)7500003926).

Henal Engineering Ltd
Specialists in the maintenance, restoration, and
sympathetic upgrade of veteran, Edwardian, and
vintage vehicles. Components remanufactured and
reconstructed. Engines, gearboxes and drivetrains
built.
Gregg May
gregg@henalengineering.co.uk
01825 873636
www.henalengineering.co.uk

Greasy Fingers
The 1904 De Dion Bouton Type V (8hp) Fuel System... Peter Fryer
The fuel system of my car has been
occupying my thoughts for a while because
the performance was significantly below
expectations My first action some time ago
was to change from an oversized Stenthos
carburettor to a small float Zenith unit, Type
26DEF. This Zenith has an inlet flange of
26mm and an air inlet diameter of 28.75mm.
New jets were fitted: currently the main jet is
80 and compensator jet is 90. I also installed
a larger float chamber. A new copper trumpet
to pick up air from the exhaust pipe and
adjustment to the throttle linkages completed
the work.

and a leaking fuel tap under the off side
drivers floor. I removed the brass fuel
tank, cleaned it out thoroughly with petrol,
polished the outside and replaced it in its
correct position, under the driver’s seat.
Peter Caranna advised me to move the fuel
line down the offside and to use new 8mm
copper pipe and connections. I made up a
bracket and cut a hole through the driver’s
floor aft of my heel, so I could turn the tap
on and off without crawling underneath the
car or lifting the bonnet.

and under performance are thankfully a thing of
the past. The moral to my story is that fitting
a bigger Zenith float chamber is not the best
approach or, at least, it is not sufficient by itself;
fitting the correct jets and a suitable fuel filter,
are what has secured optimum performance.

Vertical fuel filter in place

Stenthos on the left with Zenith 26DEF

Fuel tap now above floorinlet flange sizes!

Big is not best! Both Carbs together, note inlet
flange sizes!
This change had a marked positive effect and
on flat terrain the top gear speed was much
improved. The residual problem I had was on
the long, steep hills; a drive up Clayton Hill
(on the London to Brighton Run), in particular,
was never an experience to look forward to.
Recently, as I had removed the windscreen in
order to gain reach the firewall that was made
of 40 year old veneer-covered blockboard that
was in the process of delaminating, I had clear
access to the complete fuel system. I had the
opportunity to replace the entire fuel line that
originally ran down the nearside and which
comprised four different sets of connections

The original fuel filter was a £5 plastic
horizontal one from a motor factor and I
suspected this was causing some of my fuel
starvation problem on inclines, even though
I always filled the tank beforehand Ken
Goddard sent me the original `Edwardian’
Zenith Fuel Installation Diagram, which
offered little guidance on filters, that were
rarely used 90 years ago. The change to
a vertical filter similar to that on my oil fired
central heating system had a dramatic
impact. It became clear that with the
horizontal filter, an air lock had developed
on steep inclines.
Following two years of modifications the
engine is performing very well and it is much
more reliable. Fuel leaks, fuel blockages

Fuel tank refitted

Fully loaded and ready for the hills

Travelling to France - the latest update
The end of lockdown and the easing of travel
restrictions is welcomed by everyone but there
is a distinct lack of clarity in the post-Brexit
world on what needs to be done to move motor
vehicles across the Channel from the UK to
France. This is having an impact on auction
houses, car transport companies, individuals
moving non-road registered vehicles for track
competition, and anyone importing vehicles
from mainland Europe to the UK. The need
to have an ATA (Access/Temporary Access)
Carnet, and the imposition of a returnable
bond payment, present significant problems.

For anyone driving a UK road registered
vehicle (of any age) to Europe, or
transporting a UK road registered vehicle (of
any age) to Europe in a trailer, however, the
requirements seem to be straightforward.
The interest of the authorities is that what
is being driven one way, will return in the
opposite direction within a reasonable
timeframe. Drivers are required to have
in their possession the V5 Registration
documents for the vehicles, Certificates of
Insurance, a ‘green card’ (obtainable from

the relevant insurance company), and a
document that summarises the purpose of the
trip and the itinerary. For any motoring club
organising an event in France, for example,
it will make sense for a one page document
to be prepared that includes all the relevant
information.
In all likelihood, most clubs are probably
doing this anyway.

Greasy Fingers
It just will not start...Thoughts from Shaun Crofton
Many of the Newsletter ‘s regular readers and
website visitors may have had the opportunity
to cast admiring glances at Joe Jarick’s
recently immaculately restored 1904 Type V,
and the quality of the pipework, which he wrote
about in several issues.
All the hard work had been done but at the end
of April when the time came to fire it up, would
it start – definitely not !l Joe had endured many
serious attempts to start it, supported by very
knowledgeable veteran car owners, but apart
from the first occasional firing, there was no
success. He summarised the situation like this:
·
·
·
·

·
·
·

If both of these are OK and the spark is good
by all reports then it is an air leak somewhere
along the inlet tract. Once the new gaskets
are tightened and the inlet valve is sitting
snugly then put in a rag in the air inlet to the
carburettor, turn engine over compression
once with spark off but petrol on. Then turn
on ignition, check timing is fully retarded and
turn over sharply and engine will start! NB
recruit an assistant at this point to extract the
rag before it gets ingested!”

Engine has not been running since WW1
and has original piston, rings and bore.
Used new premium fuel, 98 octane and
have included a small amount of two
stroke oil.
Both inlets and exhaust valves are
working freely in their respective guides,
lightly oiled shafts.
Tried various AIV springs (several people
suggested softer springs for an easier
start but that might impact on-road
performance).
Tried D21 and D16 Champion plugs.
Spark so good you could almost weld with
it.
Exhaust and cam timing checked and
rechecked.  

· I would set up the timing such that fully
retarded is just after TDC so that when
starting there is no chance of a backfire.
I appreciate that you have already
checked the valve timing a million
times BUT does the exhaust valve start
opening at 135 degrees after TDC on the
compression stroke? If not, it is off and
will make starting difficult or impossible.
· Is there a good earth wire from
somewhere near the bronze valve timing
case to the chassis and from the battery
to the chassis?
· With the spark plug out when you turn
over the engine does the inlet valve
make a satisfying gobbling sound? If not
then there’s a big air leak somewhere
along the tract in my experience.
· Ignition points cover. Take it off and try to
start the engine . If it starts immediately
then you have an internal short in the
case which is surprisingly common.
Points gap around 0.015 inch would be
good but only gets detrimental when it’s
too much.
Did it work? Here is Joe’s reply:

My role in receiving these cries for help is to There are always a few afterthoughts when
pass the problem to Shaun Crofton without a problem has been initially digested, so the
following day Joe received this note from
delay. His view was:
Shaun:
“The apparent reluctance to start for any De
· If the carburettor being used is an original
Dion Bouton is invariably due to one of the
De Dion Bouton type with the float
following, rarely two:
chamber surrounding the main jet, is the
main jet clear?
If the car has been stood for a few months
· When you flood the carburettor,the petrol
then I would look at the AIV which may be
should drip from the bottom from the long
partially hanging due to varnish on the stem.
inclined hole which exits from the middle
If this opens and closes easily then before
of the main float chamber retaining boss
putting the inlet valve back just check that the
under the float chamber. This often gets
exhaust valve is also not hanging in its guide
blocked and has a highly detrimental
by turning the motor over and watch the top of
effect on starting so worth the back strain
the exhaust valve or put your finger on lightly
in checking the patency of the drilling!
to feel the action.

“After a couple of attempts, finally this morning
at around 10:30, the engine finally burst into
life! I think the main issue was a leak at the side
of the AIV where the brass inlet pipe seals. By
using heat resistant gasket goo and careful
assembly, there was no loss of compression
thereby encouraging the fuel mixture to
leave home. After half a dozen subsequent
starts, everything settled down to an amazing
degree, with levers operating as they should.
Only one adjustment was required to the cam
position on the half time shaft to slightly further
retard so that the advance/retard range on the
lever is more even (currently full retard is ok
but when moved to full advanced the engine
cuts out).
Time for a road test, Joe, and many thanks,
Shaun

Introducing a new member
It is always a pleasure to welcome new
members to our Club. Gregg May is one of
these individuals and he is someone whose
involvement in early motoring was marked
earlier this year when he acquired Henal
Engineering in Sussex from Simon Parris
(another Club member). Gregg grew up
around classic, sports, and competition cars
of all ages and varieties, and in his youth was
involved in building and restoring numerous
cars and machines, from stationary engines
to supercars, with family and friends.
He spent two years at the former Locke
King family home, now Brooklands College,
before moving to Kingston University to
complete a degree in 2003 in Automotive and
Motorsport Engineering. In 2005 he joined
Eagle E-Types, the internationally recognised
Jaguar E-Type specialists, building cars,
engines, and engineering components and
assemblies. His personal projects have

ranged from Austin Sevens to Chevrolet
Corvettes, and near enough everything in
between, and he harbours a particular love
of aero-engined Edwardian competition cars
and racing.
What are his plans for Henals? His view is
that Henal Engineering has an important
part to play in the preservation of our early
motoring history. Working alongside Rod
Henton, who has been with Henals since the
start in 2005, and who is a familiar and wellrespected engineer amongst many south of
England Club members, his aim is to grow the
business over time and to offer a complete
range of services to the veteran and vintage
vehicle world. Initially he will be looking for
a small number of local craftsmen to expand
the workforce, and will then diversify into new
areas that benefit customers and the industry
as a whole.

His immediate aim is to get out and about to
various events and meet new faces. Since
he will be joining us at the first event of the
season at Barnards farm, that should be the
perfect opportunity.

Around the World
It is not only UK veteran events that are
attracting strong interest. The third pre1905 Pioneer Run that was held last
weekend in Ballarat, Victoria, Australia
had 25 entries, of which 7 were De Dion
Boutons, which you see lined up in the
photograph above. In the photograph are
the 1904 vehicles of Geoff Mitton, Andrew

Subscriptions

McDougall and Ken Russell, Julian McNeil’s
1901 vis a vis, a 1900 model from the collection
of the National museum, Greg and Ivan Smith’s
De Dion bouton-engined Victoria Combination,
and Brian Scudds’ 1904 De Dion Bouton.
At last month’s (National single and twin cylinder)
meeting in Charleville, DDBUK Club members,

For the bookshelves

Ross and Rhonda Guthrie, took along their
1905 De Dion Bouton that was the first car to
arrive in the town. The grandson of the original
owner (now in his 90s) still lives in the town
and was taken out for a ride – it must have
brought back a few memories.

Under the workbench...
Available, a wheel and an unused
tyre, suitable for a 1921 Type IE (Paul
Weeks
paulweeks@blueyonder.
co.uk; 01795 473486

Our subscriptions are due on the 1st
of February each year.
Our annual subscription rates are:
UK: £35

Euro Zone: €35

Rest of the World:£30
The Club’s bank details are:
Lloyds Bank:
Sort code: 30-91-91 Account
no: 34965060

Just three copies left of this book that
covers early De Dion Boutons in New
Zealand, including unique photographs of
the twin cylinder Type S. Michael Edwards
(+44(0)7500003926/mre01@live.co.uk).

Vehicles
For Sale
1898 Marot-Gardon

tricycle,

trojon24@hotmail.co.uk

		

02392-613490

Membership renewal can easily
done by clicking on the sub renewal
button on the front page of the
website.

The Club is pleased to welcome the
following new members, who have
joined since the last issue:
Steve Dixon (re-joined)
Geoff Ironside
Gregg May

with

the larger
2.75hp tricycle,
air-cooled
1898
Marot-Gardon
withengine,
the
larger 2.75hp air-cooled engine, fuel tank
for longer range touring, and a Jamatel
gearbox. VCC dating certificate

Overseas members can also
pay by PayPal via the Club’s
website

New Members

Rotating Engine Stand
thomasjamescook@gmail.com;
+44(0)7831-116810

1911, Type CS2 four cylinder tourer
thomasjamescook@gmail.com
+44(0)7831-116810

1907/08 Type BG De Dion Bouton
engine (no. 22190), complete with
magneto and carburettor. Michael
Edwards
(+44(0)7500003926/
mre01@live.co.uk)

